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AFFECTIVE OBJECTOVES IN THE SCOERICE CURROCULUM

Science teachers need t. stress three kinds of obiectives in
teaching and learning. The first kind, cognitive, does receive Ma ICI
emphasis by teachers. Cognitive goes stress pupils achieving well in
acquiring vital facts in ongoing lessons end units ®$ study. There ere
selected educators in science who tend to downplay the importance of
vital facts thm learners are to Achieve. Perhaps th problem have is
more of what is done with the facts As compared to saying that pupils
achieving factual infermation is evil. Facts sire 4Our.. building blocks off

developing concepts. Concepts are broader than fed t ,.:nd may c nten
many facts in each concept. Consider /he ff ollowing fact there are three
mar* kinds of rock- igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary. 8 believe

this is a valuable fact for pupils to achieve in a unit on °Rocks and
Nine rals.' The term °igneous° is a concept. Many facts are contained
therein, such as

Ogneous rock comes from the interior ®f the earth where
temperature readings are very high.

2. Nolten rock is made off megme end lev
3.. The molten rock comes through fissures in the earth.
On Addition to vital facts and concepts, pupils should also acquire

generlOizations. Generalizati ns in science relate severe
concepts into a declarative sentence. The following is al
generalization:

Common forms of igneous rock are genite used for torrnbstones,
pumice used in baiilding MeaStrialls, end obsidian used in mAking
decorative items. The concepts here igneous rock, grnite,

mbsiones, pumice, building mate rials. obsidian, end decorative
items.

On addition to facts, concepts, and generalizations, pupils also
need to be able to think critically. When pupils, for enample, make
comparisons among igneou metsamonolic, and sedimentary rocks,
critical thinking is involved. When pupils brainstorm the many uses off
rock and think off Unique uses also, then creative thought is in



evidence. Going one notch higher O cognitive obiectives,

engage in problem solving, i'ley need to identify problearo, gather

infermation in answer to the question or pr otolem, nd test the
infferMatiOn in a utilitarian situation. The following Ere ezamples off
identified problems:

1. Why does the interior off the earth continually become hotter
/he further one goes iwaside the surface?

2. whe causes volcanic Graptions?

Cognitive obiectives are salient for pupils to achieve in ongoing
lessons and units off study. Thus there is Much know& (dge that a pupil
needs to acquire Es well Es use the knowledge on ai ,..-eacgca0 w y in
soci4y. Related to cognitive obiectov®s a>r® ffffectiid® ends ifor pupil

attainment.

Affective ONectives in Science
Affective obiectives involve attitudes, feelings, emotions, End

beliefs. if are several relatively new programs in science
education that stress the emotions And their consequences for
individuals. 0 have weticed scene r4 off may student Ite chers and

CO© teachers, called a teaching team, whom 0 supervised in
the public schools who stress much pupil involvement in the science
curriculum. These teachers emphasize rather heavy pupil
involvement in curriculum development. On several situatn.ns these
teaching teams had worked out a se ff le ning centers whereby
pupils could choose which tasks to pursue and which to
omit in En ongoing science unit © study. Learners might then
sequence their very own eperiences in the ongoing science unit of
study. 0 Sao00 Arscribe one set e centers 0 observed in which the unit
off study in science was entitled, °The Changing Surface of the Earth?
Th following learning centers were then in evidence:

1. a soil Grosico center
2. folding Earod ff auks in and on the earth's surface
3. flood damage in ER meal center



4. contours. strip cropping, terracing, and plonted gross/Tees Ito
avoid erosion

5. wind end weer ero:.ion
IS. the weathering process. including freezing and thowing
7. pollution of the notUrE0 GOIM0Tefflignenft

B. saving {forest regions

9. mining fer rocks and minerals in a responsible [Runner

10. use of natural° TOSOUrCee responsibly.

[Each center had concrete (reel ©Nees and items), semiconcrete
(audiovisual aids), and obstraact motterias of instruction

(cassettes, reading materials, mitten work, m;scussioris and other
aro° communicotion activities). There were four to five teasks per

learning center for pupils to select to work on. For ex,,mple, center

1.72 above had the f diming tasks on as task c d:

1. By using reference moteriall at this center. find clauses f or
both folding &and faulting.

2. Using the modelling moteries, moke ar model off folding and off
faaniting in and on the planet earth.

3. [Prepare en argil report on .0 ng end feulting to be presented
to the entire class.

4. Make drawings of {folding ond foulting for display ©ITO %MIAS in

the hallway.

5. What happens to fives ond property when severe ludas couse
bll was?.

O

Pupils st these Om-Mtn ceroters make mony decisiwns, such as

which 'Maks to pUFSQ110 SOCUMITO$0140037. Teachers ore guides nd
encourage as well as assist pupils to ochieve continuolly. The pupil
then chooses which tosks to complete arid v/hich omit The choices
are made based on purposes possessed by e ch pupil. Then too,
the are ample oppartunities for pupils to work collaaboretively if they
so desire. There are ,3ctivOtty centered tasks as well as those that

require el stress more of abstract endeEavors. The learning style of

individual pupils are involved in moking decisions. The teacher does



not dictate nor lecture what pupils age to learn. The interests of
pupils sire salient in learner centered instruction. Thus the 4aitudona0
di nsion of the learner is paramount in an Effective centered
science MPG-kW UM. The feelings and em0110170S Ere involved here in

decisions made. The pupil also assists in evaluating hisiher OvORD
progress in products End processes of learning.

Emotional Ontelligance

There are an increasing number off oduc.4 tors who dvocate the
feeling dimension in learning. Pool (1997) summarizes key ideas
presented by Dan Goleman (1995) who wits Emotional Ontelligence
and speaks frequently at educational conventions; these main ideas
follow. According to Goleman, there are five dimensions ©i emotional
intelligence, First is self awareness. H070, pupil realize increasingly

so that there are personal strenq,tils and weaknesses and use these to
become decisive in decision making. Understanding their very own
feelings is important so that action options are more prevalent. Self

confidence is very important in order t ow-Ake choices and act to make

decision&

Second, pupils need to Own to handle their emotions.
llmpulsive behavior may make ifeT incorrect decisions. L9arners need
to develop mare of as wait approach so that options may be scrutinized
in tterrnis off advantages and disadvantages. The consequences of
each choice need to be assessed. r s sang imp olsive might we.00 lead to

improper ends in life. Third, learners need to feel motivated in
achieving definite goals. H©p is involved on having these goals on
life. The motivation then comes from diverse sv. ale th t an individual
aims fog. Optimism is necessary to achieve and reach obiectives one
has on mind. Fourth, empathy is very import nt for pupils to dev

of empathy make possible to sympaz ize with others.
Empathy is Owned. Thus one learns to assist others in psositive nays
or be brutal to others. Compassion for others is import nt. Fifth, ne
development of sociA, skills enables as pupil to help others in every
day situations gun life. Politeness end frienAiness enable al person to



interact well with others in society ®n as daily basis.
Emotional intelligence harmonizes nee c^au4On an Affective science

curriccoulaiu Thus with pupil/teacher planning off the CUIITIICIACIED,

awareness is developed increasingly so when pupils select the order
e learning activities in scievime. Strengths in decision making should
be an end result. When pupils learn 40 handle emotions, there us
persistence and effort put 'forth in learning. The immediate goal is mot
what is necessarily good such as in impulsive behavior. Rather th
pupil needs to evaluate the pros and coinS urm moking choices.
Motivation is necessary in order the goes are achieved by pupils in
science. With the ab ence e gods, energy levels or learning go
downhill.

Feelings © empathy mm ike it posebge for pupils individually to
get along well with others. On school and in society, it us necessary to
have good Ouse an relations so that actievemen/ Elrod group efforts are

ssible. Human beings are feeling individuals, not «u4011 i atons.

Soci skills need learning by pupils so that al ffriendly and
considerate environment us available or a80 to chieve mere
optimally. C©a endeaVWS uua on,oving Oess©s and units off

study in science provide many opportuni/ies for pupils Ito develop
social skins.

Pertaining to humanism ,1 psychology of education, Woo Wolk

Mind Micolich

(1990) wrotf,-
Humanistic interpretations off sc,ettu9aattiorra emphasize person 0

fre a (sio,un, choice, self-determination, arid striving lcu personal
growth, CT SIS A. H. £3isO© (1954) called it, self-actualization. '51

/hese emphases, the humeni...lic psyche i,o'sts tend to be in harmony
with many off the constructivist approaches. Perhaps most important
us the 'fact the both views stress intrinsic motivation.

[11)

Shepherd and Ragan (19 2) ou aline a summary 01 A. H.
Nasfow's (1954) hierarchy off human needs or gods Es follows:

9. Physi4,11. miC 0 as need to survive
A. Homeostasis al balance oil internal bodily knoll >ws
B. Appsaassneed ffo FREratuiTe-lood,, sleep, air. elimination...

2. SeetyffreedomtUTM damage and three



A. Routines End Rules an ow End accept)
B. Consistency End security...

3. Belongingnessneed icr love End affection..
A. lntimate relations with other peopOe
B. To be accepted, wanted, End chevished...

4. Esteemstatus, recognition, competence, importance,
independence

A. Personal-need for strength, mastery
B. Groupreputation, status, dominance, appreciation._

5. Self-Actualization
A. To satisfy potentialyou must be what you can be...

On my own experiences as teachev, school admini-: trader, End
university professor, including supervising student teachers ,And
cooperating teachers ffer thirty years, 8 believe Effective and cognitive

objectives interact. It is difficult to separate the two categories off
goals. Thus when 0 speak gat vonventions ffCT to cher education and
write irca publication, fl stress the quality emotions End feelings assist
pupils to achieve at a mene optimal rate an the cognitive domain. Ny
obsevveions of pupils in the public schools indicate the individuals
who are hostile, negative, have shy attention spans, and mistreat
others in the classroom have as difficult time to achieve what their
potential is, manch mere so than other pupils in the class setting.
Thus quality attitudes in the affective dimension assist learners to
achieve mere optimally in he coviitive area.

Humanists desire openended or goner 8 objectives, rather than
measurably mitten or behaviorally stated objectives for pupils to
achieve. Why? Mot Ell pupils, by any mime, th r= salde things

due to choices and decisions made by pupils in ongoing units of study
(see learning centers above for examples). Of ter: chess determine

objectives for E00 pupils to achieve in science Units of study, there is
no room fir learners Ito select End omit selected learning
opportunities, blsed egfb OGETROT perceived 'rpm s. Of paepals s oect

sequential objectives to achieve, tvi in a flexible fra ewe%
psychological sequence is involved als compared to a logical crder
whereby the teacher arranges the arder off objectives for pupil
Eraminmezol.

(;)



Sequence resides vJithin the ileESITMT, n ®4 nfthin the minds of teachers
or textbooks in science. F©O means of teaching hare ere
eliminated and replaced with learner th©k aand decisions m to
inset to learn and what to omit. The feeling, affective dimension is
definitely C©9 in meking choices end decisions (Edger, 11996).

A pupil centered curriculum might be emphasized, in pot
through individuelized reeding in science. Thus instead off using
besAll teztbooks in science units, paspia::, may choose to reed library

books the related directly Ito the unit title being studied. In e unit on
c'The Changing Surface oil the Earth,'" an edequele number of library
books on different reeding levels need to be eveileble for pupil
choice. I h ve observed this epproech t,o be very succ= asffaal in

ongoing (lessons and units of stu . Pas ils then relleto whet cm, 46 reed

from a giNK ark/ book reed to the ensuing discussion. There appears to
be much discuSen End elzcitem nt when this eppro ch is used in
teaching science. Pupils might then notice diffefent points of view
eupressed vihich can lead to analysis end evaluation 4 sasNect matter
reed.

In addition to pupils choosing sequential library books to reed
aspd misting the COMOnl do ongoing discussions. the science le cher
might ails° heve conferences with individual pupils or several pupils
who have read the same library book where multiple copies oil e book
VI2STED wakable. H. the teecher ight 'observe pupil nthusiasm.
interest. and (weft of comprehension. The science teacher cam
alviays diagnose strew., ths end wemknesses shown by pupils in the
conference setting. Whet foes been diagnosed ms weeknesses might
then be remedieted 'through additional lemming activities (Ediger.

-0997). Pupil choices in the science curriculum might be mede in
whole ca. in past The Maw might be stressed in individuelized
reeding in science tvloicch then substitutes 'ReT the basal tertbook in
ongoing units off study.



Democracy in the Science CtlEliTkalltUM

Democracy as a way off life emphasizes AAR pupils respect each

other's ideas and contributions. [Ridiculing and minimizing others has

no role to play in democratic ShilAtiions. Pupils should achieve more

optimally when democracy as y of life is practiced.Fensterroscher
(1993) wrote:

We heu a gull deal about readying the next generation off
workers for global competition_ th© werld class standards fcr whal
is learned in school. We the almost nothing about building civic
participation cr building and maintaining &moor tic communities,
whether these be neighborhoods GT governments at the local. state,
cr if ederall levels. The advancement of democratic ideals End
institutions ©e largely ununentioned, taken for ganted
insufficiently important to rank up there with std werld shaking
events as or playing As 'to Japan's Hertz.

Pupils scussing current events items in science provideei

excellent oppertunities for learners to practice tenets e democratic
living wirthin si committee endeavor. In one e my classroom
observations, student teachers and cooper Agog teachers orient ted
learners in the classroom to bring from the home setting current
ev nits items pertaining to natural disasters. These natter disasters
included ternadoes. volcanic eruptions, floods, slur ong winds,

heavy snow, End ice stozons, among others. Hews items could deal
with different times of the year. The clippings were brought t® ci ss
far discussion within a committee endeavor. A large world m p was
placed at the center of a bulletin board. Yarn was used t connect the
happening from the news clipping with the pl,,ce of (Eccurrence,
lloctted on the world ma p.

O have obsevved nanmeTCDUS student teachers and cooperating

teachers whom 11 have superuised stressing democracy in the
clAssroom with cooperative learning endesucrs. These teachers have
developed standards with pupils in term o/ how as c mmittee should

function. The 1 °Bowing were developed as standards for a committee.
with teacher guidance, Ito wark by in discussing CllErreffa events in

science:



1. respect each other End the thinking ©i others
2. listen carefully to the thinking off c©e members ais ideas

are being presented
3. the ail pupils participate in discussing current events in

science within the committee
4. let leadership emerge as the discussion moves ferward
5. ask questions iff comments made Ere not clam
G. d.. n ®t interrupt when others are particip ting.

These criteria were posted in the thISSTOOIND End reviewed with

learners p'rliCIT to each committee working in the area e discussing
current events in science. After committee work, members with
teacher guidance evaluated how well] the comp head followed each
criteria. Ot appears the reviewing dth pupils the meaning of each
standard and appraising if individual standards are being met is
helpful to learners. Pupils cam be taught democratic tenets saw y
®$ life. Pupil achievegment hinges ®w being able © accept others more
fully and not reveal animosity CT ill win toward others. Positive
tlitudes toward others enhances the individual t® achieve more

°Om lly 6Fro the cognitive domain ass well as make kr beteg' feelings
about the self. Pupils seemingly quarrel less and assist each other
mare when healthy self concepts end emotional well being le in
evidence.

Conclusion
The emoti ns, feelings, and v flues are important parts of an

individu l's well being ,ind achievement in life. Science teachers
should emphasize an adequate number of obiectives stressing the
affective domain. Actu 3OOj, the affective domain cannot be separated
from the cognitive. Of pupils possess quality attitudes. the chances
are /he rest will be achieved well in life as much as the individual is
capable.
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